
Then God…Patience 
 

I don’t naturally have patience.  That is, it is not a personality trait 

  

I have.  As a Christian, however, I have been given the Spirit, and 

 

because of that, I can bear the fruit of the Spirit, which is patience.  This 

 

 is the continuing wonder of what God can do and has done through 

 

Jesus Christ.  God has set us free from sin, and he now calls us to live  

 

by the Spirit and not gratify the desires of the flesh. (Galatians 5:16) 

 

The distinction between personality trait and fruit is an important 

one with important ramifications.  I can’t be short with someone, and then say, 

“Well, I don’t have patience!”  I also can’t say, “I wish someone would give me 

patience---and hurry up about it!”   I may not have the personality trait of patience, 

but I cannot use that as an excuse to be impatient as a Christian.  I am to allow the 

Spirit within me to overcome my sinful self, and let God’s Spirit rule, and patience 

blossom and grow in me. 

 

I have learned over the years that patience comes from love.  Patience comes easily 

when I am interacting with people I love and care about, people for whom I want 

good.  I can take the time to listen especially, to explain when necessary, and to 

wait at times.  

 

But I have also learned that, even when I care deeply about the person with whom I 

am interacting, patience doesn’t come as easily when I lose my focus on that 

person and let the focus drift to myself.  Fruit does not blossom and grow in the 

dark of a sinful self-focus; it grows in the light of love. 

 

Also, if I am interacting with someone I don’t naturally like, I have to draw deep 

on love to be patient.  God calls us to love our neighbor as ourselves, even if we 

may not like the person.  Again, we are to want good for all. 

 

So, what is patience?  It has two variations.  The first is forbearance, restraint, 

holding back, in the face of a situation that might cause impatience.  This can be 

accomplished in the Spirit.  The second variation is endurance, withstanding 

something, or bearing it.  This, too, can only be accomplished in the Spirit. 

 

I am not a patient person….except for God’s Spirit within me.  For this I say, 

“thanks be to God!”  


